[Characteristics of sleep in abstinent alcoholics. A comparison of alcohol- and age-induced reduction of deep sleep].
Polygraphic sleep recordings were performed in 12 sober alcoholic patients, 8 young normals and 12 healthy elderly subjects. An automatic sleep analysis including two different methods (standard and adaptive) of SWS scoring was used. The standard method is based on amplitude dependent rules according to Rechtschaffen and Kales. The basis for classification of SWS in the adaptive method is the relative increase of the integrated delta-activity during NREM sleep. Whereas in young and elderly normal subjects the method used has no influence on the duration of SWS during the night, the amount of SWS in alcoholic patients is significantly higher when applying the adaptive sleep analysis compared with the results of the standard method. Alcoholics show the lowest level of integrated delta activity during NREM and also the shortest duration of SWS resulting from the standard sleep analysis. On the contrary the relative dynamic of EEG synchronization and the duration of SWS measured by the adaptive sleep analysis are comparable with the values of normal subjects. The general decrease of the delta activity during sleep in sober alcoholics is assumed to be not a reflection of the reduction of SWS.